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SUPER 
Backpack for 13.3” and 14” laptops and 13” MacBook 

Pro, made of high-tech material with eco-leather 

handles. The internal compartment features a double 

pocket equipped with an Anti-Shock System for laptops 

and tablets. There are two flat pockets on the front and 

a security pocket with a zip closure on the back. On the 

sides are two small, expandable pockets. The Super 

backpack has a trolley strap and adjustable, padded 

shoulder straps. 

External size: cm. 30 x 39 x 11 

Compatibility: 

BKSUP13-BK 

BKSUP13-BS 

8020252111035 

8020252103474 

3 

MacBook Air 13", MacBook Pro 13", Laptop 13", Laptop 

14" 



BRAVO 
High-tech, multitasking backpack for 15.6” MacBook and 

Laptop. The left shoulder strap features a smartphone 

pocket that can be connected to a cable with a USB 

output (Tu-charge), integrated into the top. The Bravo 

backpack also comes with a removable rain cover and a 

security pocket on the back 

External size: cm. 31 x 46,5 x 17 

Compatibility: 

BKBRA-BK 

BKBRA-B 

BKBRA-R 

8020252091887 

8020252091863 

8020252091900 

4 

MacBook Pro 15", Laptop 15.6” 



LATO   
Sports and business backpack for laptops 13.3" and 

14"as well as 13” and 15” MacBooks. Made with high-

tech material, it features an external organizer pocket on 

the front and a small accessories pocket, both with a zip 

closure. The roomy interior compartment is equipped 

with a padded pocket to protect laptops and MacBooks. 

On the sides you’ll find two elastic pockets for bottles, 

and umbrella, or other similar objects. The back side, 

featuring an ergonomic back panel and adjustable, 

padded shoulder straps, also has a handy trolley strap. 

External size: cm. 33 x 41 x 14 

Compatibility: 

BLABK14-BK 

BLABK14-B 

8020252110892 

8020252110878 

5 

MacBook Pro 15", Laptop 14", Laptop 13" 



LATO  
Sports and business backpack for laptops up to 17” and 
MacBook 15". Made with high-tech material, it features 
an external organizer pocket on the front and a small 
accessories pocket, both with a zip closure. A small, 
dedicated opening allows access for your headphone 
cable. The roomy interior compartment is equipped with 
a padded pocket to protect laptops and MacBooks. On 
the sides you’ll find two elastic pockets for bottles, and 
umbrella. The back side, featuring an ergonomic back 
panel and adjustable, padded shoulder straps, also has 
a handy trolley strap  
 

External size: cm. 35 x 48 x 18 

Compatibility: 

BLABK 

BLABK-B 

8020252011687 

8020252011830 

6 

MacBook Pro 15”, Notebook 17" 



FORTE 
Compact but roomy backpack with internal compartment 

for MacBooks and Laptops up to 15.6”. The inner lining 

is embellished with an elegant tone-on-tone graphic 

pattern, while the front compartment has an organizer 

panel with specific pockets for Smartphones up to 5.5”. 

On the sides of the backpack there are two convenient 

mesh pockets for carrying a water bottle and an 

umbrella, while on the back you’ll find a useful trolley 

strap/pass-through sleeve. 

External size: cm. 28 x 45 x 13 

Compatibility: 

BKFOR 8020252055155 

7 

MacBook Pro 15”, Laptop 15.6" 



FORTE   
Backpack for 13.3” and 14” laptops made with a high-

tech, tear-resistant material, high-performance and 

durable. 

The padded, lined interior features a pocket to protect 

both a laptop. The front is equipped with a pocket with 

accessories. The back side, featuring an  padded 

shoulder straps, also has a handy trolley strap. 

External size: cm. 32 x 41 x 15 

Compatibility: 
Laptop 13”, Laptop 14”, MacBook Pro 15" 

BKFOR14-BK 

BKFOR14-B 

8020252110830 

8020252110816 

8 



SMILZO 
Slim backpack in high-tech material for laptops up to 14” 

The essential style and perfectly organized space make 

it versatile as well as convenient – and not just for work. 

Smilzo has a double internal pocket with a neoprene 

flap, a roomy safety pocket on the back and two 

comfortable, padded shoulder straps 

External size: cm. 40 x 40 x 9 

Compatibility: 

BKSM13-BK 

BKSM13-B 

BKSM13-R 

8020252092013 

8020252091986 

8020252092044 

9 

Laptop 13”, Laptop 14" 



STROZZO 
Lightweight, two-tone, extra-slim backpack with a cinch 

closure and unstructured shape. Made with two different 

materials, Strozzo is a very versatile backpack, ideal not 

only in the city but also when you’re traveling. Roomy 

security pocket on the back and adjustable webbing 

shoulder straps 

External size: cm. 30,5 x 47 x 9 

BKST-BK 

BKST-R 

BKST-B 

8020252091801 

8020252091832 

8020252091771 

10 



LUNA 
Lightweight super slim nylon backpack with reflector 

base, ideal for sport and leasure .Ergonomic 

construction fits the backpack very well to the body and 

simplifies portability. Luna is equipped with an internal 

space for the water sac with hole for the straw and an 

adjustable thoracic strap. 

External size: cm. 30 x 45,5 x 11 

SBKLU2-BK 

SBKLU2-G 

SBKLU2-R 

SBKLU2-Z 

8020252095069 

8020252095083 

8020252095106 

8020252095120 

11 



MODO 15" 
Business/sports backpack made of nylon with a 

neoprene base and a pocket for MacBooks up to 15".  

Equipped with an Anti-Shock System to protect your 

device, Modo comes with a pouch, a removable rain 

cover and a selection of colored silicone zipper pulls for 

quick customization. There’s a security pocket on the 

back and a pocket for your smartphone on the shoulder 

strap. 

External size: cm. 42 x 29 x 15 

Compatibility: 

BMDOK-BK 

BMDOK-B 

8020252063389 

8020252094956 

12 

MacBook Pro 15", Laptop 14" 



MODO 13" 
Business/sports backpack made of nylon with a 

neoprene base and a pocket for MacBooks up to 13".  

Equipped with an Anti-Shock System to protect your 

device, Modo comes with a pouch, a removable rain 

cover and a selection of colored silicone zipper pulls for 

quick customization. There’s a security pocket on the 

back and a pocket for your smartphone on the shoulder 

strap.  

External size: cm. 36 x 28,5 x 13 

Compatibility: 

BMDOKS-BK 

BMDOKS-B 

BMDOKS-R 

8020252080355 

8020252094970 

8020252080379 

13 

MacBook Pro 13”, Laptop 13" 



PIÙ SHOPPER BACKPACK 
Shopper that converts into a comfortable backpack, 

extremely lightweight, made of durable nylon, with 

internal compartment for laptop up to 14" and 15" 

MacBook Pro Retina. The Piu Shopper Backpack is 

versatile, so that becomes a practical backpack to let 

you move in freedom. Just pull the handle on the rear 

end, and in a few moments you can wear it on both 

shoulders as any other backpack. It also features a 

specific compartment for your MacBook Pro 15" Retina. 

External size: cm. 44 x 38,5 x 14 

Compatibility: 

BPKSH-B 

BPKSH-BX 

8020252076419 

8020252076457 

14 

Laptop 13“, Laptop 14", MacBook Pro 15” 



PIÙ SLING BAG 
Extremely light shoulder bag, made of durable nylon, 

with internal compartment for laptop 13"-14" and 

MacBook Pro 15” Retina. You’ll bring your shopper Piu 

with you during your shopping days. The two front 

pockets offer enough space to organize your 

accessories at best, while the interior of the bag 

provides large capacity. 

External size: cm. 47 x 40 x 9 

Compatibility: 

BPSL-BK 8020252077355 

802025077379 

15 

MacBook Pro 15”, Laptop 13“, Latop 14” 



PIÙ CITY BAG 
Practical shoulder city-bag, made with resistant 

materials, equipped with zipper and front pocket for 

accessories. Adjustable shoulder strap and extra pocket 

on the back with velcro closure. 

External size: cm. 21,5 x 22 x 4 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone 

BPCB-B 8020252080553 

16 



MACRO 
Lightweight nylon backpack with three roomy external 

pockets. The handle and the central insert of the 

shoulder straps is made with webbing. The lining and 

the drawstring are both in a contrasting color. 

External size: cm. 29 x 34 x 16 

BKMAC-BK 

BKMAC-BS 

BKMAC-VA 

BKMAC-PP 

8020252097575 

8020252102026 

8020252097636 

8020252097605 

17 



MICRO 
Small, lightweight nylon backpack with three roomy 

external pockets featuring webbing shoulder straps and 

handle. The lining and the drawstring are both in a 

contrasting color. 

External size: cm. 20 x 26 x 13 

BKMIC-BK 

BKMIC-BS 

BKMIC-VA 

BKMIC-PP 

8020252097698 

8020252102057 

8020252097759 

8020252097728 

18 



SEC  
Nylon backpack with neoprene base and top flap in 

addition to webbing straps. The internal lining and the 

drawstring are in a contrasting color and the back 

features a security pocket. 

External size: cm. 27 x 34 x 16 

BSECBK-M-B 

BSECBK-M-R 

8020252097810 

8020252097834 

19 



SEC 
Small nylon backpack with neoprene base and top flap 

in addition to webbing straps. The internal lining and the 

drawstring are in a contrasting color and the back 

features a security pocket. 

External size: cm. 22 x 28 x 13 

BSECBK-S-B 

BSECBK-S-R 

8020252097858 

8020252097872 

20 



FLAT M 
Nylon backpack with the bottom and front panel made of 

neoprene. The interior is equipped with a laptop pocket 

and the outside features a security pocket. The shoulder 

straps are made of neoprene with webbing insert. 

External size: cm. 27 x 38 x 10 

Compatibility: 

BFLABK-M-BK 

BFLABK-M-B 

BFLABK-M-BX 

BFLABK-M-F 

8020252097360 

8020252097339 

8020252097391 

8020252097421 

21 

MacBook 13", Laptop 13" 



FLAT 
Small nylon backpack with the bottom and front panel 

made of neoprene. The interior is equipped with a tablet 

pocket and the outside features a security pocket. The 

shoulder straps are made of webbing. 

External size: cm. 22 x 27 x 8 

BFLABK-S-BK 

BFLABK-S-B 

BFLABK-S-BX 

BFLABK-S-F 

8020252097483 

8020252097452 

8020252097513 

8020252097544 

22 



MODO BAG 
Business/sports bag made of nylon with a neoprene 

base and a pocket for 15” MacBooks, equipped with our 

Anti-Shock System for added protection. The bag comes 

with a pouch and a selection of colored silicone zipper 

pulls for quick customization. Adjustable and detachable 

shoulder strap.   

External size: cm. 44 x 29 x 9 

Compatibility: 

BMDOB-BK 8020252063365 

23 

MacBook Pro 15“, laptop 14” 



WORK OUT 3  SLIM BAG   
The iconic model of the collection, the nylon Work_Out 3 

slim bag, for MacBook Pro or laptop 13”, stylistically 

echoes the original design but now features a 

contrasting color in the interior compartment and the 

accessories pouch, which can be used in three different 

ways: totally hidden, partially visible, or completely 

pulled out to expand capacity. Comes with a detachable 

shoulder strap and interior compartment with Anti-shock 

System to protect your laptop 

External size: cm. 37 x 26 x 7 

Compatibility: 

WO3-MB13-BK 

WO3-MB13-B 

WO3-MB13-R 

8020252087446 

8020252087415 

8020252087477 

24 

MacBook Pro 13“, Laptop 13"  



WORK OUT 3 BACKPACK 
High-tech business backpack designed for MacBook Pro 15” or 
Ultrabook 15.6” and equipped with Tu-charge, the cable with a 
USB port integrated into the upper part of the left shoulder strap. 
Tu-charge allows you to recharge your smartphone straight from 
a power bank, which can be placed in a dedicated inside pocket. 
The Work_Out 3 backpack’s biggest advantage is in the concept 
of “wearable technology”, rendered even more effective by the 
small smartphone pocket in the lower part of the left shoulder 
strap. A spacious multitasker, the Work_Out 3 backpack features 
the iconic multi-functional pouch in a contrasting color, which can 
be completely pulled out when necessary to expand capacity. The 
interior compartment features an Anti-shock System to protect 
your laptop 

External size: cm. 43 x 30 x 14 

Compatibility: 

WO3BK-MB15-BK 

WO3BK-MB15-B 

8020252087514 

8020252087507 

25 

MacBook Pro 15”, Laptop 15.6" 



WORK OUT 3 EASY BACKPACK 

Modern, minimal design for this extra-small Work_Out 3 

backpack, ideal for work and leisure and featuring a soft 

interior compartment for MacBook and laptop 13”. 

Sporty and functional, the Work_Out 3 easy backpack 

features the iconic multi-functional pouch in a 

contrasting color, which can be completely pulled out 

when necessary to expand capacity. Adjustable 

shoulder straps and cinch closure 

External size: cm. 46 x 35 x 4 

Compatibility: 

WO3BKS-MB13-BK 

WO3BKS-MB13-VG 

8020252087521 

8020252087842 

26 

MacBook Pro 13“, Laptop 13" 



STILO 
Business bag that converts into a backpack, for 

MacBook 15” and laptops up to 15.6”, in high-tech 

material with neoprene details. Two inside 

compartments with separate zippers, equipped with 

organizer panel and protective compartment for PC and 

tablet. Two external front pockets make it particularly 

spacious and organized. Hide-away shoulder straps 

facilitate portability. Adjustable and detachable shoulder 

strap. 

External size: cm. 44 x 29 x 9 

Compatibility: 

BSTI15-BK 

BSTI15-B 

8020252092235 

8020252092617 

27 

Laptop 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 



STILO 
Roomy business backpack in high-tech material with 

details in eco-leather for MacBook 15” and laptops up to 

17”. The three large compartments, the largest featuring 

an anti-shock double pocket for tablets and laptops, 

offer convenience and organization. Ergonomic back 

and shoulder straps for perfect portability 

External size: cm. 35 x 46,5 x 21,5 

Compatibility: 

BKSTI-BK 

BKSTI-B 

8020252092075 

8020252092358 

28 

Laptop 15.6", Laptop 17“, MacBook Pro 15" 



CENTRO 15" 
With its modern and elegant design, Centro 15 business 

bag is made of technical fabric that is resistant to tear 

and wear, with its base covered in exquisite PU. 

Inside is a padded compartment to protect your laptop 

up to 15.6" from scratches and bumps. 

Externally the business bag Centro has a double pocket 

with zipper on the front and a convenient end for 

connecting to a trolley.  

The shoulder strap is adjustable and removable. 

External size: cm. 44 x 31 x 18 

Compatibility: 

BCEB15 8020252957145 

29 

Laptop 15.6", MacBook Pro 15" 



CENTRO 
Centro Pack is a business backpack with a compact and 

modern look, made of durable technical fabric with a 

base coated in exquisite PU. 

The roomy and well-organised interior features a padded 

compartment to protect your laptop 15.6" from scratches 

and bumps and a pocket designed for a tablet or iPad. 

On the front, Centro Pack backpack features two 

pockets with an organisational panel and a strap on the 

rear side to easily connect it to a trolley. The shoulder 

straps are padded and ergonomic. 

External size: cm. 35 x 49 x 18,5 

Compatibility: 

BKCEB15 8020252957152 

30 

MacBook Pro 15”, Laptop 15.6" 



CENTRO   
Very roomy business backpack for MacBook up to 15" 

and laptops up to 14", made with high-tech material and 

an eco-leather base. The internal space is well 

organized, featuring roomy neoprene pockets and the 

rear compartment is divided so that it can conveniently 

hold laptops and tablets. The Centro backpack also has 

a flat front pocket with a double zipper. 

The ergonomic back features a security pocket, a trolley 

strap and two adjustable shoulder straps. 

External size: cm. 35 x 49 x 18,5 

Compatibility: 

BKCEB14-BK 8020252110793 

31 

MacBook Pro 15”, Laptop 13“, Laptop 14” 



CENTRO TROLLEY 
Centro Travel is the ideal pilot trolley to accompany you 
in your travels, whether for business or pleasure. It is 
made in technical fabric resistant to wear and tear, with 
its base covered in exquisite PU. 
The main compartment houses a dedicated 
compartment with special cushioning for your laptop up 
to 15.6". Numerous dividing pockets complement the 
interior compartment. 
It features a retractable telescopic handle, double handle 
for transport by hand and silent wheels for maximum 
comfort while travelling. 

External size: cm. 42 x 38 x 20 

Compatibility: 

BTRCEB15 8020252049611 

32 

Laptop 15.6", MacBook Pro 15” 



TURBO 
Comfortable backpack, featuring a thermoformed front panel, 

designed to transport and protect a drone with accessories. You 

can customize the configuration of the internal compartment with 

Velcro dividers and it has an external front panel equipped with 

quick coupling for drones with mounted propellers. The back 

panel features a pocket equipped with our Anti-shock System for 

laptops up to 17.3”. The roomy external pockets, one on each 

side and one security pocket on the back, make it easy to stay 

perfectly organized. Comes with a connection strap for a radio 

control, a foldaway rain cover and two removable cases for 

remote control and accessories.    

External size: cm. 33,5 x 50 x 25 

Compatibility: 
Laptop 17.3" 

BTUBK-BK 8020252089310 

33 



SFIDO 
A nylon and neoprene multitasking gaming backpack made for 
laptops up to 18.4” The left shoulder strap has a rechargeable 
cable with USB output (Tu-charge), to connect any power bank to 
your smartphone. Also located in the left shoulder strap you’ll find 
a small, anti-radiation compartment for your phone; it’s made of a 
material that can reduce damage from electromagnetic waves. 
The laptop has a dedicated compartment featuring our Anti-shock 
System, for total protection.  On the front and on the sides, there 
are detailed organizer pockets for accessories and inside, two 
removable cases for your mouse and controller. It’s also equipped 
with a foldaway rain cover, to use in case of inclement weather, 
and a strap where you can attach your headphones at the top of 
the back.  

External size: cm. 39 x 53,5 x 26 

Compatibility: 
Laptop 18.4" 

BSFBK-BK 8020252089297 

34 



TUGÒ L 
Durable backpack, designed to fit the maximum size of carry-on 
luggage allowed by airlines (IATA). 
Tugò L has two convenient front pockets that are ideal for storing 
travel accessories, and a padded rear compartment to protect a 
Notebook up to 17.3"; this allows for quick access to your laptop, 
which makes airport checks faster.  
The main compartment has a capacity of over 35 litres, and is 
perfect to store everything you need while travelling. 
The zip pulls of the main compartment are also compatible with 
use of a padlock, so as to always be sure to protect its content. 
Included are 4 adjustable straps on the sides of the backpack, a 
chest strap and two sturdy handles to assist in placing the 
backpack in the overhead bins in planes and trains. 

External size: cm. 35 x 55 x 20 

Compatibility: 

BKTUG-L-BK 

BKTUG-L-B 

BKTUG-L-V 

8020252057708 

8020252058255 

8020252058279 

35 

Laptop 17" 



TUGÒ M 
Durable backpack, designed to fit the maximum size of carry-on 
luggage allowed by airlines (IATA). 
Tugò M has two convenient front pockets that are ideal for storing 
travel accessories, and a padded rear compartment to protect a 
Notebook up to 15.6"; this allows for quick access to your laptop, 
which makes airport checks faster. The rear panel also features a 
strap for transportation via trolley as well as a security pocket, 
useful for concealing valuables and keeping them safe. 
The main compartment has a capacity of over 18 litres, and is 
perfect to store everything you need for a weekend away. 
The zip pulls of the main compartment are also compatible with 
use of a padlock, so as to always be sure to protect its content. 
Included are 4 adjustable straps on the sides of the backpack, a 
chest strap and two sturdy handles to assist in placing the 
backpack in the overhead bins in planes and trains. 

External size: cm. 30 x 40 x 15 

Compatibility: 
Laptop 15.6" 

BKTUG-M-BK 

BKTUG-M-B 

BKTUG-M-V 

8020252058293 

8020252058347 

8020252058361 

36 



TUGÒ TROLLEY 
Two-wheeled carry-on trolley in durable, water-repellent 

fabric. Base and back panel made of thermoformed 

material. The interior features a single compartment that 

holds up to 40 litres and is equipped with elastic straps 

to secure your clothing. On the outside there are two 

convenient handles located on the top and sides, which 

make it easier to grab and carry. 

On the front there are two spacious, quick-access 

pockets that open up to 3/4 thanks to a handy double 

zipper.  

External size: cm. 36 x 63 x 20 

BTRTUG-M-BK 

BTRTUG-M-B 

8020252063594 

8020252063679 

37 

Capacità: 38 l 



TUGÒ TROLLEY 
Two-wheeled carry-on trolley in durable, water-repellent 

fabric fabric. Base and back panel made of 

thermoformed material. The interior features a single 

compartment that holds up to 36 litres and is equipped 

with elastic straps to secure your clothing. On the 

outside there are two convenient handles located on the 

top and sides, which make it easier to grab and carry. 

On the front there are two spacious, quick-access 

pockets that open up to 3/4 thanks to a handy double 

zipper.  

External size: cm. 36 x 53 x 20 

BTRTUG-S-BK 

BTRTUG-S-B 

8020252063631 

8020252063617 

38 

Capacità: 20 l 



MISTER 
Resistant sport backpack, perfect to carry gym clothing 
or any other sport. Mister features a frontal pocket with a 
270° degrees opening that gives an easy access and a 
28,5 L capacity while the content will be securely 
fastened by a strap. There's a comfortable pocket 
internal pocket at the base of the backpack perfect to fit 
shoes and used clothes because it's separated from 
other comparments. Mister features also the two 
adjustable padded shoulder straps, a chest strap and 
two strong handles to help the positioning in the gym 
closets. 

External size: cm. 37 x 53 x 15 

BKMR-BK 

BKMR-B 

BKMR-R 

BKMR-V 

BKMR-Z 

8020252063747 

8020252063723 

8020252063761 

8020252063785 

8020252063808 

39 

Capacità: 28,5 l 



VOLO 58L 
Volo 58L is an hard shell medium size suitcase made of durable 
polycarbonate with a thermoformed structure. Its sharp, geometric 
line, combined with the silent, multi-directional 4-wheels, enable 
360° movement in every direction, making this trolley the ultimate 
luggage for maximum travel comfort and elegance. 
The two convenient vertical and side handles, on the trolley's 
exterior, make it extremely easy to lift and place the bag wherever 
necessary, such as the luggage racks of trains, while the side 
combination lock will securely hold your contents. 
The interior has a 58l capacity and is equipped with comfortable, 
clothes fastening straps that enable optimal and homogeneous 
packing, as well as a mesh zipper divider. 
 

External size: cm. 43,5 x 63,5 x 25 

BTRVO-M-AX 8020252054011 

40 

Capacità: 58 l 



VOLO 39L 
Volo 39L is an hard shell carry-on suitcase made of durable 
polycarbonate with a thermoformed structure.  Its sharp, 
geometric line, combined with the silent, multi-directional 4-
wheels, enable 360° movement in every direction, making this 
trolley case the ultimate hand luggage for maximum travel comfort 
and elegance. 
The convenient vertical handle, on the trolley's exterior, makes it 
extremely easy to lift and place the bag in the overheard locker, 
while the side combination lock will securely hold your contents. 
The interior has a 39-litre capacity and is equipped with 
comfortable, clothes fastening straps that enable optimal and 
homogeneous packing, as well as a mesh zipper divider. 
 

External size: cm. 37 x 55 x 23 

BTRVO-S-AX 8020252053991 

41 

Capacità: 38 l 



TUCANO SHAKE HOLD TROLLEY M 

4-wheeled, hard-shell polycarbonate, check-in trolley 

suitcase from the Tucano Shake collection, featuring 

Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the Tucano 

logo. The Interior has a zippered fabric separator and 

two straps to secure your clothes. The exterior, in 

addition to having double horizontal and vertical handles 

for excellent portability, also features a TSA lock for 

maximum security. 

External size: cm. 49 x 72 x 28 

BTRVO-TUSH-M-B 

BTRVO-TUSH-M-COL 

BTRVO-TUSH-M-COL2 

8020252100015 

8020252100022 

8020252102088 

42 

Capacità: 95 l 



TUCANO SHAKE CABIN TROLLEY S 

4-wheeled, hard-shell polycarbonate, cabin trolley from 

the Tucano Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini 

graphics that deconstruct the Tucano logo. The Interior 

has a zippered fabric separator and two straps to secure 

your clothes. The exterior, in addition to having double 

horizontal and vertical handles for excellent portability, 

also features a TSA lock for maximum security. 

External size: cm. 39 x 56 x 22 

BTRVO-TUSH-S-B 

BTRVO-TUSH-S-COL 

BTRVO-TUSH-S-COL2 

8020252100039 

8020252100046 

8020252102095 

43 

Capacità: 48 l 



COMPATTO MENDINI 
Super lightweight, foldable backpack from the Tucano 

Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that 

deconstruct the Tucano logo. Made of water-repellent 

nylon, it easily transforms into a flat pocket, this Tucano 

Shake Compatto backpack is equipped with a trolley 

strap, a convenient web-strap handgrip and an external 

zipper pocket.  

External size: cm. 30 x 44 x 18 

BPCOBK-TUSH-B 

BPCOBK-TUSH-COL 

8020252099753 

8020252099784 

44 





TUCANO SHAKE 16" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 15.6” laptops from the 

Tucano Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini 

graphics that deconstruct the Tucano logo. Equipped 

with Anti-Slip System® an elastic band to secure the 

device, the Tucano Shake Second Skin® also fits snugly 

thanks to its flat-lock stitching.This guarantees a slimmer 

profile and excellent protection. 

External size: cm. 40 x 29 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 

BFTUSH15-B 

BFTUSH15-COL 

8020252100374 

8020252100404 

46 

Laptop 15.6" 



TUCANO SAHKE 14"/15" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 14” laptops and 

MacBook Pro 15", from the Tucano Shake collection, 

featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the 

Tucano logo. Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic 

band to secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second 

Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. 

This guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent 

protection. 

External size: cm. 35,5 x 26 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 

BFTUSH14-B 

BFTUSH14-COL 

8020252100312 

8020252100343 

47 

MacBook Pro 15", Laptop 14" 



TUCANO SHAKE 13" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 13” laptops and 

MacBook Air 13", from the Tucano Shake collection, 

featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the 

Tucano logo. Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic 

band to secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second 

Skin® also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. 

This guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent 

protection. 

External size: cm. 35 x 25 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 

BFTUSH13-B 

BFTUSH13-COL 

8020252100251 

8020252100282 
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MacBook Air 13", Laptop 13" 



TUCANO SHAKE 12"/13" 
Stretchy neoprene laptop case for 12” laptops, MacBook 

Pro 13" and MacBook Air 13" Retina Display (2018), 

from the Tucano Shake collection, featuring Atelier 

Mendini graphics that deconstruct the Tucano logo. 

Equipped with Anti-Slip System® an elastic band to 

secure the device, the Tucano Shake Second Skin® 

also fits snugly thanks to its flat-lock stitching. This 

guarantees a slimmer profile and excellent protection.  

External size: cm. 32 x 24 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 

BFTUSH12-B 

BFTUSH12-COL 

8020252100190 

8020252100220 
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Laptop 12", MacBook Pro 13“, MacBook Air 13” (2019) 





TUCANO SHAKE POUCH 
Stretchy neoprene multi-function case from the Tucano 

Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that 

deconstruct the Tucano logo. Size M.  This product has 

a graphic that cannot be replicated because the fabric is 

cut differently every time, making each item a unique 

piece. 

External size: cm. 19,5 x 11 x 2 

BPOUCH-TUSH-M-B 

BPOUCH-TUSH-M-COL 

8020252099876 

8020252099906 
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TUCANO SHAKE POUCH 
Stretchy neoprene multi-function case from the Tucano 

Shake collection, featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that 

deconstruct the Tucano logo. Size S. 

External size: cm. 16 x 9 x 2 

BPOUCH-TUSH-S-B 

BPOUCH-TUSH-S-COL 

8020252099937 

8020252099968 
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TUCANO SHAKE COIN POUCH 

Neoprene coin purse from the Tucano Shake collection, 

featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that deconstruct the 

Tucano logo. 

External size: cm. 8 x 8 x 2 

TVA-TUSHCO-B 

TVA-TUSHCO-COL 

8020252100053 

8020252100084 
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O.D.D.S. TRAP 
Neoprene and Lycra backpack, featuring a rounded 

silhouette combined with raw-edged seams. The 

convenient and roomy interior compartment features a 

small, flat pocket. The handle and the central insert of 

the shoulder straps is made with webbing and it features 

matching zippers and zipper pulls. 

External size: cm. 30,5 x 37 x 9 

BODBK-TRA-BK 

BODBK-TRA-BS 

BODBK-TRA-G 

BODBK-TRA-BX 

BODBK-TRA-BE 

BODBK-TRA-VM 

BODBK-TRA-PK 

8020252099630 

8020252100909 

8020252099692 

8020252099661 

8020252099609 

8020252099722 

8020252100930 
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O.D.D.S. SPACE CROSSBODY BAG 

Multi-purpose neoprene and Lycra city bag with raw-

edged seams. Removable and adjustable cross-body 

webbing strap. Exterior pocket with matching zippers 

and zipper pulls. 

External size: cm. 26 x 19 x 5,5 

BODCB-SPACE-BK 

BODCB-SPACE-B 

BODCB-SPACE-VM 

BODCB-SPACE-PK 

8020252104686 

8020252104655 

8020252104747 

8020252104716 
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O.D.D.S. TRAP SHOPPER 
Neoprene and Lycra shopper with raw-edged seams. 

The roomy internal compartment has a small, 

detachable pocket. Long handles to go over the 

shoulder. 

External size: cm. 41 x 35 x 12,5 

BODSH-TRA-BK 

BODSH-TRA-B 

BODSH-TRA-BX 

8020252099333 

8020252099302 

8020252099364 
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O.D.D.S FANNY PACK 
Flat neoprene and Lycra waist pack with raw-edged 

seams. Zipper pulls and waist strap in dyed-to-match 

webbing 

External size: cm. 24 x 14,5 x 0,7 

BODWB-TRI-G 

BODWB-TRI-B 

BODWB-TRI-BK 

BODWB-TRI-BX 

BODWB-TRI-VM 

BODWB-TRI-BE 

8020252099517 

8020252099395 

8020252099456 

8020252099487 

8020252099548 

8020252099425 
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O.D.D.S 
Neoprene and Lycra multi-function case with raw-edged 

seams featuring matching zippers and zipper pulls Size 

M. 

External size: cm. 24 x 16,5 x 5 

BODPM-TRI-BK 

BODPM-TRI-B 

BODPM-TRI-BX 

BODPM-TRI-G 

BODPM-TRI-VM 

BODPM-TRI-BE 

8020252099005 

8020252098947 

8020252099036 

8020252099067 

8020252099098 

8020252098978 
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O.D.D.S. TRIP SECOND SKIN 

Neoprene and Lycra multi-function case with raw-edged 

seams featuring matching zippers and zipper pulls Size 

S. 

External size: cm. 20 x 11,5 x 0,7 

BODPS-TRI-B 

BODPS-TRI-BE 

BODPS-TRI-BK 

BODPS-TRI-BX 

BODPS-TRI-G 

BODPS-TRI-VM 

8020252099128 

8020252099159 

8020252099180 

8020252099210 

8020252099241 

8020252099272 
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O.D.D.S. DREAM POCHETTE 

Neoprene women’s wallets featuring matching zippers 

and zipper pulls. The Interior is equipped with credit card 

protection for the security of your contactless cards. 

External size: cm. 20 x 11,5 x 2 

BODP-DRE-BK 

BODP-DRE-BS 

BODP-DRE-BE 

BODP-DRE-G 

BODP-DRE-PK 

BODP-DRE-B 

BODP-DRE-BX 

BODP-DRE-VM 

8020252104242 

8020252104273 

8020252103979 

8020252104334 

8020252104365 

8020252103948 

8020252104310 

8020252104006 
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O.D.D.S. DREAM WALLET 
Neoprene men’s wallets featuring matching zippers and 

zipper pulls. The Interior is equipped with credit card 

protection for the security of your contactless cards. 

External size: cm. 12,5 x 10,5 x 1,5 

BODW-DRE-BK 

BODW-DRE-BS 

BODW-DRE-B 

BODW-DRE-G 

BODW-DRE-BE 

BODW-DRE-PK 

BODW-DRE-BX 

BODW-DRE-VM 

8020252104099 

8020252104129 

8020252104037 

8020252104181 

8020252104068 

8020252104211 

8020252104150 

8020252104396 
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ECOCOMPACT 
Lightweight, eco-friendly, foldable backpack, made of 

100% recycled material. Easy to convert into a flat 

pocket, the Compatto backpack is equipped with a 

trolley strap, a convenient web-strap handgrip and an 

easy-access pocket. Matching zippers and accessories. 

External size: cm. 30 x 44 x 18 

BPECOBK-BK 

BPECOBK-B 

BPECOBK-R 

BPECOBK-VM 

8020252103511 

8020252103498 

8020252103535 

8020252103559 
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COMPATTO PACK 
Super lightweight and foldable backpack made of nylon 

with water-repellent treatment. Easily transformable into 

a flat pocket, the Compact backpack is equipped with a 

trolley strap, a convenient tape handle hand an easy to 

access pocket. 

External size: cm. 30 x 44 x 20 

BPCOBK 

BPCOBK-B 

BPCOBK-BX 

BPCOBK-CA 

BPCOBK-F 

BPCOBK-VA 

BPCOBK-VM 

BPCOBK-Z 

8020252050297 

8020252050396 

8020252064959 

8020252064966 

8020252092297 

8020252064904 

8020252064997 

8020252092327 
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COMPATTO XL EASY SHOPPER 

It is always ready to be transformed from a small pouch 

into a shopping bag with a simple action, and resolves 

all your space and carrying problems.  

Folded in upon itself, within the pocket pointed out by 

the vertical stitching, it transforms in just a few seconds 

into a light pouch that can be kept always at hand in 

your backpack or bag. The special graphics in the front 

make it instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 32 x 35 x 15 

BPCOESH-B 

BPCOESH-F 

BPCOESH-R 

BPCOESH-VM 

BPCOESH-Z 

8020252056572 

8020252092372 

8020252055513 

8020252092402 

8020252092938 
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COMPATTO XL SHOPPER 
Super-light and versatile, Compatto XL Shopper will become your 

faithful companion on city shopping trips. 

It is always ready to be transformed from a small pouch into a 

shopping bag with a simple action, and resolves all your space 

and carrying problems.  

The water-resistant treated nylon means that Compatto XL 

Shopper is the best choice to carry and protect all your purchases 

in both good and bad weather. 

Folded in upon itself, within the zigzag-stitched pocket, it 

transforms in just a few seconds into a light pouch that can be 

kept always at hand in your backpack or bag. The special 

graphics in the front make it instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 42 x 44 x 20 

BPCOSH 

BPCOSH-F 

BPCOSH-Z 

BPCOSH-B 

8020252050273 

8020252092433 

8020252092464 

8020252050341 
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TUCANO SHAKE SHOPPER BAG 

Lightweight, foldable shopper from the Tucano Shake 

collection, featuring Atelier Mendini graphics that 

deconstruct the Tucano logo. Made of water repellent 

nylon that easily folds up into a flat pocket, the Tucano 

Shake Compact Shopper features two padded handles, 

an external pocket with a zip closure and two side 

pockets. 

External size: cm. 42 x 44 x 20 

BPCOSH-TUSH-B 

BPCOSH-TUSH-COL 

8020252099814 

8020252099845 
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COMPATTO XL SACKPACK 
Super-light and extremely strong, it can carry up to 20 

Litres. It is made from water-resistant treated nylon, so 

that your gear is always kept dry. 

Folded in upon itself, within the pocket pointed out by 

the vertical stitching, it transforms in just a few seconds 

into a light pouch that can be kept always at hand in 

another bag. The special graphics in the front make it 

instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 30 x 0 x 18 

BPCOSK-B 

BPCOSK-F 

BPCOSK-R 

BPCOSK-Z 

BPCOSK-VM 

8020252055483 

8020252092495 

8020252055490 

8020252092969 

8020252092525 
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COMPATTO XL SLING 
Super-light and extremely strong, Compatto XL Sing is a practical 

shoulder bag with a fresh and modern look. 

It is always ready to be transformed from a small pouch into a 

shoulder bag with a simple action, and resolves all your space 

and carrying problems. 

The water-resistant treated nylon means that Compatto XL Sling 

is the best choice to carry and protect all your purchases (both 

planned and unplanned) in both good and bad weather. 

Folded in upon itself, within the zigzag-stitched pocket, it 

transforms in just a few seconds into a light pouch that can be 

kept always at hand in your backpack or bag. The special 

graphics in the front make it instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 35 x 26 x 16 

BPCOSL 

BPCOSL-B 

BPCOSL-R 

8020252050280 

8020252050372 

8020252050389 
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COMPATTO MINI 
Compatto XL Mini is an extremely light and strong bum 

bag that quickly transforms into a compact pouch. 

Made from water-resistant nylon, Compatto XL Mini 

keeps all the objects (wallet, smartphone, keys and 

documents) you need on a daily basis dry.  

Folded in upon itself, within the zigzag-stitched pocket, it 

transforms in just a few seconds into a light pouch that 

can be kept always at hand in your backpack or bag. 

The special graphics in the front make it instantly 

recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 22 x 14 x 7 

BPCOWB 

BPCOWB-B 

BPCOWB-Y 

8020252050303 

8020252050419 

8020252050433 
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COMPATTO XL DUFFLE 
Practical and functional, the Compatto XL Duffle weekender bag 

resolves the problems of space and easy transport once and for 

all.  

It is extremely capacious (up to 45 litres) super-light and when not 

in use can be folded into a "package". Together these features 

make it the ideal companion for your travels. 

It is made from strong water-resistance treated nylon that ensures 

that contents are always kept dry. 

Folded in upon itself, within the zigzag-stitched pocket, it 

transforms in just a few seconds into a light pouch that can be 

kept always at hand in your backpack or bag. The special 

graphics in the front make it instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 50 x 36 x 30 

BPCOWE 

BPCOWE-B 

BPCOWE-BX 

BPCOWE-Z 

8020252050266 

8020252050334 

8020252092556 

8020252092587 
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COMPATTO MENDINI 
Super lightweight and foldable backpack made of nylon 

with water-repellent treatment. Easily transformable into 

a flat pocket, the Compact backpack is equipped with a 

trolley strap, a convenient tape handle hand an easy to 

access pocket. Atelier Mendini patterns.   

 

External size: cm. 30 x 44 x 20 

BPCOBK-MENDINI-BK 

BPCOBK-MENDINI-F 

BPCOBK-MENDINI-VA 

BPCOBK-MENDINI-W 

BPCOBK-MENDINI-VM 

8020252097896 

8020252097926 

8020252097957 

8020252056411 

8020252097988 
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COMPATTO POP! EASY SHOPPER 

Super light completely foldable shopping bag designed 
by Alessandro Mendini. It is always ready to be 
transformed from a small pouch into a shopping bag 
with a simple action, and resolves all your space and 
carrying problems.  
Folded in upon itself, within the pocket pointed out by 
the vertical stitching, it transforms in just a few seconds 
into a light pouch that can be kept always at hand in 
your backpack or bag. The special graphics in the front 
make it instantly recognisable when folded. 
 

External size: cm. 32 x 35 x 15 

BPCOESH-MENDINI 

BPCOESH-MENDINI-COL 

BPCOESH-MENDINI-W 

8020252056466 

8020252056480 

8020252056473 
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COMPATTO POP! SHOPPER 
Super-light and versatile and designed by Alessandro Mendini, 
Compatto Mendini Shopper will become your faithful companion 
on city shopping trips. 
It is always ready to be transformed from a small pouch into a 
shopping bag with a simple action, and resolves all your space 
and carrying problems.  
The water-resistant treated nylon means that Compatto Mendini 
Shopper is the best choice to carry and protect all your purchases 
in both good and bad weather. 
Folded in upon itself, within the zigzag-stitched pocket, it 
transforms in just a few seconds into a light pouch that can be 
kept always at hand in your backpack or bag. The special 
graphics in the front make it instantly recognisable when folded. 

External size: cm. 42 x 44 x 20 

BPCOSH-MENDINI 

BPCOSH-MENDINI-COL 

BPCOSH-MENDINI-W 

8020252056435 

8020252056459 

8020252056442 
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COMPATTO MENDINI 
Trolley cover, completely foldable, made of washable 

stretchy lycra. Graphics by Atelier Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 19 x 14 x 7 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-L-

BK 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-L-F 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-L-

VA 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-L-

VM 

8020252098435 

8020252098527 

8020252098558 

8020252098589 
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COMPATTO MENDINI 
Trolley cover, completely foldable, made of washable 

stretchy lycra. Graphics by Atelier Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 18 x 13,5 x 7 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-M-

BK 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-M-F 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-M-

VA 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-M-

VM 

8020252098619 

8020252098640 

8020252098671 

8020252098701 
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COMPATTO MENDINI 
Trolley cover, completely foldable, made of washable 

stretchy lycra. Graphics by Atelier Mendini. 

 

External size: cm. 17 x 13 x 7 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-S-

BK 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-S-F 

BPCOTRC-MENDINI-S-

VA 
BPCOTRC-MENDINI-S-

VM 

8020252098015 

8020252098046 

8020252098732 

8020252098077 
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COMPATTO MENDINI 
Flat, multi-use nylon case with external zip. Graphics by 

Atelier Mendini  

External size: cm. 19 x 14 x 2 

BPOUCH-MENDINI-BK 

BPOUCH-MENDINI-F 

BPOUCH-MENDINI-VA 

BPOUCH-MENDINI-VM 

8020252100725 

8020252100756 

8020252100787 

8020252100817 
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PIEGO TRAVEL SET 
Set of three nylon suitcase organisers, consisting of two 

different sized boxes for clothing and a shoe bag. 

The dual zip compartments inside each individual 

organiser allow you to store clean and dirty items 

separately. 

External size: cm. 36 x 26 x 8 

BPI-SET-CA 8020252066274 
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ORDINE M 
A versatile case which can be used both as an organiser 

for bags and as a unisex beauty case. The interior, 

which is divided into three compartments, houses 

numerous pockets of different shapes and sizes for 

accessories or cosmetics. There is also a large, 

convenient zip pocket on the side. The convenient outer 

handle makes it easy to carry around. 

External size: cm. 24 x 18 x 7 

BOR-M-P 

BOR-M-DB 

BOR-M-V 

8020252069114 

8020252068513 

8020252068544 
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ORDINE S 
A versatile case which can be used both as an organiser 

for bags and as a unisex beauty case. The interior, 

which is divided into three compartments, houses 

numerous pockets of different shapes and sizes for 

accessories or cosmetics. There is also a large, 

convenient zip pocket on the side. The case features a 

practical wrist strap and a lanyard, which is removable to 

make it easier and lighter to carry around. 

External size: cm. 17 x 11,2 x 6,5 

BOR-S-P 

BOR-S-DB 

BOR-S-V 

8020252069145 

8020252068575 

8020252068605 
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MIA BAG IN BAG 
Nylon case/organiser for bags or backpacks. 

Featuring numerous pockets and internal padding, it 

holds, protects and organises your personal items and 

accessories. 

Patterned textured internal lining, single-colour outer 

covering. 

Drawstring closure. Mia is the most convenient way to 

transfer the entire contents of your bag into another one. 

External size: cm. 22,8 x 22,5 x 9,5 

BMIA-M-BK 

BMIA-M-VM 

8020252070318 

8020252070332 
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MIA BAG IN BAG 
Nylon case/organiser for bags or backpacks. 

Featuring numerous pockets and internal padding, it 

holds, protects and organises your personal items and 

accessories. 

Patterned textured internal lining, single-colour outer 

covering. 

Drawstring closure. Mia is the most convenient way to 

transfer the entire contents of your bag into another one. 

External size: cm. 18,6 x 19 x 8,5 

BMIA-S-BK 

BMIA-S-VM 

8020252070356 

8020252070370 
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LUGGAGE LOCK 
TSA key lock for all type of bags and luggages with 

closing system. 

Compliant with Unites States' TSA regulation, with key. 

TVA-KL-BK 8020252057173 
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NASCONDINO 
Discreet and modern cigarette pack cover. The durable, 

stretchy Lycra fabric means that the cover will fit 

perfectly. Available in 4 elegant colors. 2-piece set 

includes two covers. 

External size: cm. 16 x 10,5 x 0,8 

TVA-NA-BKF 

TVA-NA-BKM 

TVA-NA-BKP 

8020252087255 

8020252087224 

8020252087286 
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ROLLO 
Smart and modern tobacco holder made of neoprene 

and a magnetic closure. Featuring specially designed 

pockets for your tabocco, rolling papers and filters, plus, 

an elastic band allows you to always carry your favorite 

lighter. 

External size: cm. 16 x 10,5 x 0,8 

TVA-RO-BK 

TVA-RO-F 

TVA-RO-P 

8020252073814 

8020252073845 

8020252073906 
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SICURO 
Smart, modern and safe credit card holder made with 

soft neoprene. It features a zipper and a credit card 

protector to keep your credit cards safe. 

External size: cm. 10 x 10 x 2 

TVA-SIC-BK 

TVA-SIC-F 

TVA-SIC-G 

TVA-SIC-P 

TVA-SIC-R 

8020252073135 

8020252073166 

8020252092631 

8020252073661 

8020252092662 
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SICURO 
Smart, modern and safe coin holder made with soft 

neoprene. 

External size: cm. 8 x 8 x 2 

TVA-SICO-BK 

TVA-SICO-F 

TVA-SICO-G 

TVA-SICO-P 

TVA-SICO-R 

8020252073692 

8020252073722 

8020252092693 

8020252073784 

8020252092723 
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SICURO 
Smart, modern and safe keyring holder made with soft 

neoprene. 

External size: cm. 13,5 x 7 x 2 

TVA-SIK-BK 

TVA-SIK-F 

TVA-SIK-G 

TVA-SIK-P 

TVA-SIK-R 

8020252072923 

8020252072954 

8020252092754 

8020252073197 

8020252092785 
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SICURO 
Smart, modern and safe pouch made with soft 

neoprene. It features a zipper and a credit card protector 

to keep your credit cards safe. 

External size: cm. 20 x 11,5 x 2,5 

TVA-SIP-BK 

TVA-SIP-F 

TVA-SIP-G 

TVA-SIP-M 

TVA-SIP-P 

TVA-SIP-R 

8020252074507 

8020252074538 

8020252092815 

8020252074569 

8020252074590 

8020252092846 
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SICURO PREMIUM 
Smart, modern and safe credit card holder made with 

soft neoprene. It features a zipper and a credit card 

protector to keep your credit cards safe. 

External size: cm. 10 x 10 x 2 

TVA-SIPC-B 

TVA-SIPC-BS 

TVA-SIPC-G 

8020252074057 

8020252077478 

8020252074088 
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SICURO PREMIUM 
Smart, modern and safe pouch made of genuine leather. 

It features a zipper and a credit card protector to keep 

your credit cards safe. 

External size: cm. 20 x 11,5 x 2,5 

TVA-SIPP-B 

TVA-SIPP-BS 

TVA-SIPP-G 

TVA-SIPP-M 

TVA-SIPP-R 

TVA-SIPP-V 

TVA-SIPP-Y 

8020252074972 

8020252077508 

8020252075009 

8020252074682 

8020252077188 

8020252077218 

8020252075061 
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SICURO PREMIUM 
Smart, modern and safe wallet made of genuine leather. 

It features a zipper and a credit card protector to keep 

your credit cards safe. 

TVA-SIPW-G 

TVA-SIPW-R 

8020252073517 

8020252077270 
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SICURO 
Smart, modern and safe wallet made with soft neoprene. 

It features a zipper and a credit card protector to keep 

your credit cards safe. 

External size: cm. 13,5 x 10,5 x 2 

TVA-SIW-BK 

TVA-SIW-F 

TVA-SIW-G 

TVA-SIW-M 

TVA-SIW-P 

TVA-SIW-R 

8020252073609 

8020252073630 

8020252092877 

8020252073999 

8020252074026 

8020252092907 
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POWER BANK 4000 MAH 
Portable 4000 mAh brushed aluminium power bank with 

Fast-charge support, and a conversion rate greater than 

80%. 

Output with a USB port and input with micro-USB. 

Equipped with LED charge indicator and micro-USB. 

 

 

 

External size: cm. 6,2 x 10,2 x 1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-ALU40-BK 

MA-ALU40-SL 

8020252079991 

8020252080027 
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CAVO LIGHTINING 2M 
Cotton and nylon cord featuring a brushed aluminium 

finish, with original Lightning USB, MFi connectors. 

Fast sync and charge up to 2A.  Velcro cable tie 

included. Length 2m. 

Compatibility: 
iPad, iPhone 

CA-CO8-R 8020252047884 
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CAVO MICRO-USB 2M 
Cotton and nylon cord featuring a brushed aluminium 

finish and anti-tear TPE sheathing 

Fast sync and charge up to 2A. 

Velcro cable tie included. Length 2m. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-CALUU2-GS 8020252082892 
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CAVO PIATTO USB TYPE-C 
Flat, USB Type-C cable, tangle-resistant, featuring 

galvanized terminals. Compatible with MacBook Pro, 

has a power output of 2.1A-3W. Cable tie included. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x 0 x -1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-CALUC-W 8020252079182 
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AURICOLARI IN-EAR 
Magnetic aluminium in-ear earbuds featuring a built-in 

microphone with support for phone calls.  

Cotton cable with TPE terminals, tangle resistant. 

 High sound quality and optimum user-experience during 

phone calls. 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, iPad, Tablet, iPhone 

MA-ALUJACK-DG 8020252082182 
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AURICOLARI BLUETOOTH 
Bluetooth in-ear earphones with optimal sound quality 

and a flat cable. 

Battery life of up to four hours. 

Built-in microphone with Voice Control and micro-USB 

cable included  

  

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-BTAU2-R 8020252082496 
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ALU MAXI SPEAKER 
Cylindrical aluminium speaker in L size, with a battery 

life of eight hours. 

Built-in microphone and fast charging capacity. 

Clear sound quality and excellent volume. Micro-USB 

cable included. 

 

External size: cm. 5,2 x 5,8 x 5,2 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-MAXI-BK 8020252084766 
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ALU MINI SPEAKER 
 Cylindrical aluminium speaker in S size, with a battery 

life of three hours. 

Selfie function. 

Fast recharge capacity. Clear sound quality and 

excellent volume. Micro-USB charging cable included. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 4,5 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone, Tablet 

MA-MINI-BK 

MA-MINI-SL 

8020252079489 

8020252079571 
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USB CAR CHARGER 
Dual-port USB car charger for simultaneous charging of 

two devices.  

Electronic safety circuit for maximum protection. 

 

External size: cm. -1 x -1 x -1 

MA-CARCH2-W 8020252081734 
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TRAVEL ADAPTER 
Travel adapter with dual USB recharge port. For Europe, 

UK, USA, Australia, Japan. 

External size: cm. 4,5 x 6 x 5 

TA2-USB2-BK 8020252059009 
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TRAVEL ADAPTER 

External size: cm. 4,5 x 6 x 5 

TA2-W 8020252059030 
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UNIVERSAL POWER ADAPTER 

Universal adapter for laptops up to 90W with a built-in 

USB port for direct charging  

Equipped with eight pins to adjust the output voltage of 

the device being charged. 

High protection against any risk of power surges. 

External size: cm. 4,6 x 10,4 x 3,4 

Compatibility: 
IBM, Acer, Packard Bell, Lenovo, HP, Iconia, Asus 

MA-ENG-BK 8020252078802 
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 POWER ADAPTER  
Universal Type-C 61W power supply for laptops and 
tablets, with a USB port for smartphones. Thanks to its 
efficient design and security chip, it protects all of your 
devices from any short circuits or power surges while 
they are charging. Automatically detects voltage and 
power through power-delivery 3.0. 
Compatible with all devices with a Type-C port up to 
61W (the latest laptops, tablets and smartphones). USB-
A port for charging smartphones and tablets up to 2.1 
Amps. 
Removable and reversible Type-C cable 

External size: cm. 4,6 x 10,4 x 3,4 

MA-ENG-C-BK 8020252111738 
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CAR HOLDER WITH MAGNETS 

Magnetic smartphone mount for cars. Works with 

smartphones up to 5.5”. 

Your device can be rotated 360° while the mount 

remains firmly attached to your dashboard. 

Two magnets included to adapt to your smartphone. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 5 x 3,5 

MA-CARH-BK 8020252081765 
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TUCANO SHAKE POWERBANK 

10050 mAh powerbank, very compact and featuring high 

charging capacity. Able to charge several devices at the 

same time. Supports Fast Charging. CE, ROHS 

certifications. Supplied with a 20cm micro USB cable. 

Watertransfer print with glossy finish. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 7,4 x 14 x 1,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone 

MA-POW-TUSH-COL 

MA-POW-TUSH-COL2 

8020252106307 

8020252106338 
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TUCANO SHAKE WIRELESS CHARGER 

Wireless charging base with output power of up to 15W, 

suitable for supported devices and compatible with all QI 

standards (from 10W, 7.5W and 5W). Luxury materials 

including brushed zinc and tempered glass surface. 

Supplied with 1-meter, Type-C cable. Graphics by 

Alessandro Mendini. 

External size: cm. 3,5 x 4,5 x 3,5 

Compatibility: 
Smartphone 

MA-WICH-TUSH-COL 

MA-WICH-TUSH-COL2 

8020252106369 

8020252106390 
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TUCANO SHAKE BLUETOOTH MOUSE 

Flat Bluetooth mouse, version 3.0, with optical sensor 

(BK + 3205), compatible with all laptops that have a 

Bluetooth module. Weighs 60g and works within a 10-

meter range. Aluminum scrolling wheel. Works with two 

AAA batteries. Graphics by Alessandro Mendini.   

Compatibility: 
Mac OS System, Windows XP, Windows 2000 

MA-WM-TUSH-COL 

MA-WM-TUSH-COL2 

8020252105034 

8020252106420 
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